ORE CRUSHING IN  THE STAMP BATTERY.
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work loose, and are not much used. Cams are either right- o: handed. Both are used in the same battery to equalise the cam 1 the stamps being rotated in opposite directions. The shape of th face is the involute of a circle slightly modified at the end so as to st upward motion gradually. The radius of this circle is equal to the di between the centres of the cam-shaft and the stem, which depends on the height to which the stamp is to be lifted, so that the curve of the cam varies with the drop.1 A cam should last .several years unless broken through being a faulty casting, or through carelessness in letting the stamp fall when hung up.
The old-fashioned keyed cam has now been replaced in many mills by the Blanton cam, which will take any position on the cam-shaft. To secure it two holes are bored in the camshaft, and two pins dropping into these hold fast a semi-circular tapering wedge or " bushing." The cam slips over the bushing and tightens itself in working. When it is necessary to take off a cam, a slight blow on the back edge with .a hammer loosens it instantly. The " new " Blanton cam (see Fig. 71),2 fastened by " rifling," is said to be found still more convenient than
the older form. The bushings are abolished, and the cam-shaft mad ten taper faces, so that its cross-section is like a ratchet-wheel with tei instead of being circular. The bore of the cam has ten corresponding and the cam slips on in any one of ten positions. It is then tig sufficiently to hold it in position until put into operation, when it ti itself further on the shaft in proportion to the work it has to do.
The cam-face works against the collar or lappet, shown in plan and i
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Figs. 69 and 70.—Cam, and Side Elevatio]
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Fig. 71.—Cam with " Blanton" Rifling.
in Figs. 72 and 73, which is bored out to fit the stem of the stamp.   The is usually made of hard fine-grained cast steel, and is fitted with a w] iron gib, which is pressed against the stem by two or three keys it, thus binding the tappet firmly on the stem while, at the sam<
1  For a full discussion of the cam curve, see H. Louis, Handbook nf Gold j\fiUii pp. 479491.
2  fichmitt, Rand Metallurgical Practice, vol. ii., p. 113.

